High-level visit to Stockholm Co-location Centres of KIC InnoEnergy and EIT ICT Labs on May 14th

Meet and discuss with
EU Commissioner Androulla Vassiliou and Swedish Minister for Enterprise Annie Lööf

Through a unique approach of integrating education, research and business in Europe, EIT ICT Labs and KIC-InnoEnergy aim at producing breakthrough innovations, and to breed top entrepreneurial talent via the transformation of higher education and the promotion of creativity and entrepreneurial spirit.

Sustainable energy supply, intelligent traffic management, and quality of life are just some of the challenges that society, industry and politics will face in the future. How can we generate world-class business, broader and faster industrialization of research results? What are the challenges faced by industry? What’s driving innovation in existing companies and how to create spin offs?

These are some of the challenging questions discussed and debated at KTH, Stockholm on May 14th at a special Round Table - Panel discussion with EU Commissioner Androulla Vassiliou and Swedish Minister for Enterprise Annie Lööf. The Panel Discussion is followed by a press event, lunch and visits to KIC-InnoEnergy and EIT ICT Labs premises.

It’s with pleasure that we welcome you to this interesting day!

Please register before May 10th by mail to Johanna Gavefalk (johanna.gavefalk@ictlabs.eu) and please let us know if you would like to participate at the lunch buffet.

Welcome!

Prof. Gunnar Landgren
Node Director
EIT ICT Labs Stockholm

Mr. Kenneth Johansson
CEO
KIC InnoEnergy Stockholm
Program on May 14th

LOCATION: KTH Main Campus, Auditorium “Flodis”, Lindstedtsvägen 26, Stockholm

09:00 Informal gathering & Welcome by KTH President Peter Gudmundson

09:30 Arrival of Swedish Minister for Enterprise Annie Lööf & Photo opportunity

09:35 Round table / Panel discussion starts, Introduction & Key Note

- Commissioner Androulla Vassiliou – “EIT - the European instrument for innovation”
- Swedish Minister for Enterprise Annie Lööf – “The Swedish Innovation Agenda”
- Alexander Von Gabain – EIT chairman

Topic The EIT & Industrial Challenges and needs - preferred innovation vehicle - industrial benefits

- Ulf Wahlberg VP for Industry & University relations, Ericsson- EIT ICT Labs
- Per Eckermark, Senior Vice President - ABB Power Systems – KIC InnoEnergy
- Karl Bergman Head of Research – Vattenfall – KIC InnoEnergy

Discussion moderated by Bo Normark CEO of the Swedish Powercircle

10:10 Statement by Swedish Minister for Enterprise Annie Lööf

Topic The EIT and the Swedish Innovation System

- Charlotte Brogren GD of Vinnova (SE Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems)
- Mayor of Stockholm – Sten Nordin the local angle of innovation
- MEP Johansson, shadow rapporteur EIT: from Swedish to European innovation policy

Discussion moderated by Bo Normark CEO of the Swedish Powercircle

- Mikchael Rantil, Senior Advisor, Swedish Energy Agency

Topic EIT in Horizon 2020 – Opportunities and Challenges

- MEP Carvalho- Rapporteur for Horizon 2020 – Specific Programme
- Diego Pavia, CEO KIC InnoEnergy
- Prof Willem Jonkers, CEO ICT Labs
- Manuel Laceta, Director EIT

Discussion moderated by Bo Normark CEO of the Swedish Powercircle

10:55 Conclusion remarks by Commissioner Vassiliou
11:00 Visit **KIC InnoEnergy Co-location Centre Sweden**, Osqars Backe 31, Stockholm

- **Introduction of activities in InnoEnergy CLC** by Node Dir. Kenneth Johansson
  - SweGRID initiative and EIT model - A complementary implementation
  - Enhancing the Innovation value chain - “Market pull vs technology push”
- **Creating Entre- and Intrapreneurs – Edu program SELECT** by Program Dir. Viktoria Martins
  - Interactive learning in an international environment
  - Creation of job skills for the future energy market
  - Testimonial from SELECT student + Q&A
- **Industry & Academia joint Innovation program – INSTINCT** by Prof Lars Nordström
  - ICT architectures and application for Smart Grid
  - 4G Wireless Technology for Grid Automation
  - Q&A with INSTINCT partners, KTH and Ericsson Telecom
- **Swedish entry point to a European incubator** by Dir. Business Creation Ingvar Eriksson
  - InnoEnergy Business Creation value proposal and CLC implementation
  - Entrepreneurs 3 x 5 min elevator pitch / testimonial
  - Q&A with 3 entrepreneurs
- Exhibition/poster fair and mingle with all presenters, entrepreneurs and students

12:30 **VIP Lunch buffet** at Sydöstra Galleriet adjacent to InnoEnergy Co-location Centre

14:00 **Transfer to Kista**

14:30 Visit **ICT Labs Co-location Centre Sweden**, Isafjordsgatan 26, Kista

- **Co-location Centre & Electrum environment** by Prof. Gunnar Landgren, Node Director
- **Multitouch wall** presentation by Prof. Willem Jonker, CEO EIT ICT Labs
- **Kista Science City – a global ICT hotspot** by Anette Scheibe, CEO Kista Science City
- **The STING Entrepreneurship support system** by Pär Hedberg, CEO STING
  - Entrepreneur’s testimonies
- **Networking Solutions for Future Media** by Henrik Abramowicz, Senior Staff Member, Ericsson
  - **Multi-Media Service Lab** by Prof. Zary Segall, KTH
- **Business Opportunities in Cloud Computing** by Prof. Seif Haridi, Chief Scientist, SICS
- **EIT ICT Labs Master School** by Prof. Carl-Gustaf Jansson, Director Master School
- Discussion & Questions & Wrap-up

16:30 End of the EIT Co-location Centre visit. Transfer to Stockholm city for meeting with **Swedish Minister of Education Jan Björklund** at 17:00.
Participants list

Commissioner Androulla Vassiliou
Vassiliou Cabinet Fabrice Comptour
MEPs Delegation – Maria Carvalho, Kent Johansson, Philippe Lamberts and Morten Lokkegaard
Swedish Minister for Enterprise Annie Lööf
State Secretary to the Minister for Enterprise Håkan Ekengren
Mayor of Stockholm Sten Nordin
Vinnova Charlotte Brogren General Director
Representative of Swedish Energy Agency
KTH Peter Gudmundson President
EIT Alexander Von Gabain Chairman of the EIT Governing Board
EIT Jose Manuel Leceta Director
Ericsson Ulf Wahlberg VP
Ericsson Magnus Madfors Director R&D
EIT ICT Labs Willem Jonker CEO
EIT ICT Labs Stockholm Gunnar Landgren Node Director
Vattenfall Karl Bergman Head of Research
ABB Power Systems Per Eckerman Senior VP
Uppsala University, Helena Danielsson Dean
KIC InnoEnergy Diego Pavia CEO
KIC InnoEnergy Kenneth Johansson Node Director
KIC InnoEnergy Ramon Wyss Member of the Board
Energimyndigheten Michael Rantil Senior Advisor

Audience:
Swedish Ministry Officials
Partners to EIT ICT Labs and KIC InnoEnergy
Invited Press & Media
Invited Faculty & Students at KTH and Uppsala University